Update Pack History
SchoolLeader Version 9.0
Build 9.0.x - First Released January 2012
The following document details fixes and enhancements that have been delivered since the
completion of Beta Testing and first release.
If you are experiencing any problems, check the version you are currently running by going to HELP
on the main menu of FrontDesk Manager, and review this document to see if it has been addressed.
.
If your concerns are already addressed here, update to the latest version. If not, please contact
Kressa Software Support at 800 858-8570 (option 1)

9.0.203
2/27/2014
9.0.199
8/20/2013

1. Corrected issues with Biometric access rules not being set

9.0.194
8/20/2013
9.0.189
7/11/2013

1. Added support for new MagTek credit card scanner drivers

9.0.188
7/9/2013

1. Balance Sheet Summary and Detail displays Net Revenue for prior periods the same as
current periods

9.0.187
6/30/2013

1. For QuickBooks-Connector users, the handling of income reversals (i.e. discounts on
services, service credits, etc.) are posted to QB properly under all circumstances now

9.0.185
6/19/2013
9.0.184
6/19/2013

9.0.180
5/30/2013
9.0.179

2. Retrofit important accounting enhancements from 9.1 into 9.0 to provide access to those
still using Windows XP
3. Flaw in DateTime picker box caused the number pad on the side to be ignored when keys
were pressed. This has been corrected.

1. Mail Merge Wizard will create Guardian lists that include Legal Guardians as well as
Primary Guardians when selecting students

2. SchoolLeader now correctly prevents you from deleting payments related to funds already
moved to ESCROW in the same period. You will be asked to undo the ESCROW transfer
first.
1. Users of E-Checks will now have their older check images purged 2 weeks after close.
1. SchoolLeader will try to obtain "exclusive" use of any Digital Persona scanner you have
connected when scanning fingers. This will help eliminate the chances of other
background processes taking control of the scanner at the same time.
1. CheckPoint no longer automatically attempts to log someone in or out if they leave the
station before completing the transaction.
1. Prior payments posted with credit cards no properly display the authorization code when

5/23/2013

9.0.178
5/18/2013

opening the Receive Payment window a second time.
2. Problem causing intermittent 'Start' error messages has been corrected.
1. Corrected problems with Meal Program data corruption problems
2. Student, Guardian, and Employee Folders block access correctly again based on
predefined user permission settings

9.0.177
3/28/2013
9.0.176
3/14/2013
9.0.175
3/8/2013

3. Allowed for 2 decimal places on the royalty calculations of certain customized customer
reports.
1. Upgraded Database engine to Service Pack 2. This is only relevant for new installatiions as
SP2 will download automatically for existing customers and be patched on the
SchoolLeader server
1. Updates to the extraction filter for those who use the custom Listen360 Connector
feature. Students are not included until after 90 days from Start Date
1. SchoolLeader backups errored out trying to access the backup drive on some Windows 7
computers even though full read/write permissions where granted. This has now been
fixed.

9.0.174
3/1/2013
9.0.173
2/9/2013

2. Reversal of payments now handles response codes from your bank that include
alphanumeric characters.
1. SchoolLeader backups would fail trying to access the backup drive on some Windows 7
computers even though full read/write permissions was granted. This has now been fixed.
1. DB-Rescue process sometimes failed if Archive databases were not available. This has
been corrected

9.0.172
2/2/2013

2. Classroom rosters no longer will display a login screen if the user has already logged on.
1. Classroom Rosters now display medical alerts on the classroom rosters for Drop in
students. Previously, Drop in students where excluded from this information.

9.0.171
1/19/2013
9.0.170
1/14/2013
9.0.169
1/3/2013

9.0.168
12/19/2012
9.0.166

2. Employee Certification reports now show results based on As Of date specified. Prior to
this fix, the report always displayed as of todays date.
1. A/R Receive Payment window now remembers saved settings for printing receipts and
statements.
1. Vaccine, Forms, and Certification schedules now refresh properly on Student, Guardian,
and Employee folders and allow insertion and deletion of new data without impacting any
existing schedules.
1. Employee Certification due dates are now properly refreshed and adjusted immediately
upon employee start date being changed
2. A/R Receive Payment window allows you to select the "Apply New Charges" checkbox
again for new payments
3. Escrow and prepay balances display properly even if no activity occurred in that period.
4. SafePASS access rules now refresh properly in Employee Folder
1. Posting transactions in Student or Guardian Folder no longer brings up the prior
transaction when requesting a new transaction. This was a flaw recently introduced in
the prior build only.
1. SchoolLeader now fully supports running under Windows 8 fast session switching. Two

12/10/2012

sessions of SchoolLeader can now be running on the same computer as long as they are
two separate logon sessions. This change is also backward compatible with prior versions
of Windows that support fast switching.
2. When running Enrollment Renewal Letters, you can now select a future date
3. When using the built-in calculator to post an A/R transaction, the payment would
sometimes switch from credit to debit. This does not occur any longer.
4. When assigning new Recurring Fees in either the Student or Guardian Folder, the amount
would sometimes reset back to zero. This does not occur any longer.
5. Archiving databases would sometimes throw an error if a Third Party Sponsor was
inactivate but had prior balances. This will not occur any longer.

9.0.165
12/3/2012

9.0.163
11/28/2012
9.0.162
11/26/2012

9.0.161
11/5/2012

9.0.159
10/25/2012

6. Selecting a month for the annual renewal letters would sometimes select the prior month
for the report. This will no longer occur.
1. Workstations without an optional Credit Card swiper machine can again post bankcard
payments by keying in the number.
2. Payment Account functionality is now disabled for students who do not yet have a Primary
Guardian assigned. Prior to this, the user could attempt a posting but would receive an
obscure error message about missing parameters.
1. A/R Receive Payment window now works properly when using the optional check scanner.
This was a flaw introduced in Build 162 and would not affect you unless you had installed
that version.
1. DB-Rescue was improved to enable it to identify and repair more database errors and
corruptions.
2. Performance improvements in database access make Student, Guardian, and Employee
folders faster.
3. QuickBooks Connector no longer reports database access errors with some older versions
of QuickBooks.
1. Graphics issues that sometimes occurred on the Receive Payment window no longer
occur.
2. New biometric drivers for the Digital Persona 4500 scanners (v2.1) have been integrated
into the SafePASS feature. New Digital Persona software improves reliability of scanning
with their desktop scanners.
1. Reversing payments in the same period they are booked would sometimes not distribute
the payment credits properly if additional charges were posted after the reversal. This
now works as expected.
2. Payment description is no longer modifiable after payment is reversed, voided, or NSF’d
3. Performance improvements now result in Folder windows opening faster
4. Opening the “A/R Receive Payment” window no longer causes the SchoolLeader window
to jump behind other applications open on the desktop. This was an intermittent problem
and may not happen to everyone.

9.0.158
10/19/2012

9.0.157
10/16/2012

9.0.156
10/8/2012

9.0.155
10/1/2012

1. Automatic enrollment process for students now triggers if the enrollment date is also
today's date.
2. Closing the G/L period with no data to process no longer causes the progress bar window
to be left visible.
1. Payment Journal Reports can now display amounts up to $999,999.99
2. Finger scanner window now displays graphic instructions to aid the user. This only
appears when using a Digital Persona 4500 scanner
1. The DB-Monitor service ran more often than requested on Windows 7 x64 computers. It
will now only run once per day at the designated time.
2. Late Pickup Report renamed “Unscheduled Attendance” Report
3. Registering fingers with a Digital Persona 4500 scanner might cause “Graphic Device
Interface” issues (GDI) with certain computers. This will now work correctly.
1. QuickBooks Connector performance has been upgraded and improved
2. Pressing the ENTER key is now the same as pressing the POST or RECEIVE buttons on the
A/R and A/P transaction windows
3. Student Contact Reports now correctly display students who have the same name. Also,
the selection window for these reports now correctly defaults to "All Students" in the pick
list.
4. When defining a Fiscal Calendar for the first time you will not see required options
disabled.
5. When assigning a classroom schedule for an Employee, leaving the classroom blank no
longer causes an unexpected error.

9.0.154
9/21/2012

6. Listen360 Connector has been enhanced for certain "custom editions" of SchoolLeader.
The data transmission will now occur automatically at A/R Period Close if an Activity
named "Listen360" is defined in the Activity Folder.
1. Late Pickup Summary Report now works as expected and shows all activity
2. When selecting a new Recurring Fee for a Student or Guardian, the "% Eligible" checkbox
is selected by default as expected.

9.0.152
9/10/2012

3. When using a biometric scanner to identify yourself at CheckPoint Station, pressing cancel
now properly resets the process back to the beginning
1. Under some circumstances, when trying to change your password at log in, the "Change
Password" window displays BEHIND the main SchoolLeader window. This will no longer
occur.
1. SafePASS now supports the Digital Persona line of biometric finger scanners. You can use
them interchangeably and together with the Digitum scanners.

9.0.151
8/29/2012

2. The Image Capture utility window has been enhanced to provide a cropping feature for
trimming and resizing captured images from video and other sources.
1. If an error occurs during ACH processing, SchoolLeader will now correctly report the error
message.

9.0.153
9/14/2012

2. A/R Period close processing no longer fails if there are no active employees.
3. Graphics errors occurring within a Citrix virtual terminal will no longer cause SchoolLeader
to abort during the login process.

9.0.148
8/26/2012
9.0.147
8/13/2012
9.0.146
8/12/2012
9.0.145
8/6/2012
9.0.144
8/1/2012
9.0.143
7/30/2012

4. Accrued vacation and sick time no longer resets to zero. This was a flaw introduced in
Build 148 and now corrected.
1. Login window now closes SchoolLeader if you press the CANCEL button to abort the login
process.
2. Checks printed from A/P Check-writer do not print time after date any longer
1. One Time Group Payment process will no longer fail with "audit check" errors under
certain conditions
1. A/R Payment accounts are now reconciled instantly after applying Recurring Charges, Late
Fees, or Activity Fees. This allows some preliminary reporting to reflect more accurately
before closing the accounting period.
1. Accounts Payable "Check Reconciler" window now works as expected and also has added
features to filter the list more specifically.
1. The manual adjustment window on the Back Accounts window now displays properly
1. Adjusting employee vacation time now works under all situations without error

9.0.142
7/25/2012

2. Finalizing GL Ledger for the period will not cause "Transaction Aborted" errors.
1. Intermittent time adjustment error causing the message "Type date is not a defined
system type" has been corrected

9.0.141
7/20/2012

2. Error preventing some payments from being unjournalized and reversed has been
corrected.
1. One Time Group Payment process works as expected now when there is no outstanding
balance on a Payment Account.

9.0.140
7/19/2012

2. Users who installed and are running Build 140 now can process ACH payments. This flaw
only existed in that particular version.
1. General Ledger Chart Of Accounts will now save changes when only the description is
modified.

9.0.139
7/16/2012

2. Memory improvements to large grids should speed up loading and reduce the chances of
an 'Index Out Of Range" error after heavy long term use.
1. Changes to memory usage in the large Student Folder will help SchoolLeader perform
better on computers with low memory and RAM
2. Several spelling errors corrected throughout the system
3. Payment credit allocations now self correct if you make any changes to existing charges in
the same period. This gives you better visibility to the actual account status rather than
waiting until book-close.

4. Employee Wage and Summary reports now displayed even if no wages are assigned
5. DB-Monitor no longer attempts to backup archived databases. Archive databases are read
only and do not change once they are created the first time.
6. Payments added at the Third Party Sponsor level, and automatically distributed to
subsidized Guardians, are now visible at the subsidized Guardian level
7. All balances are correctly recalculated and posted to QuickBooks using the QuickBooks
Connector if the user does a reload in the same period.
8. Subscription expiration warning messages now correctly display in front of the splash
screen rather than being blocked by it.
9. Adding leading blanks to Recurring Fee schedule entries does not disrupt the pick list and
dropdowns any longer
10. Posting G/L manual transactions works in all circumstances now

9.0.138
6/4/2012

11. The optional "badges" that can be printed for Students and Guardians and the CheckPoint
Station works as intended now.
1. You can now login with User ID's greather than 8 characters. Only the password field
should have been restricted to 8 characters or less. User ID's can be up to 25 characters.
2. Methods used for temporary storage have been modified to reduce the chances of
"Access Denied" errors when writing to this temporary storage on your hard drive.

9.0.137
5/31/2012

3. A fix has been applied for a problem introduced in the last Build. Student's disenrolling in
the future do not show up on the rosters. Unless you are running Build 137 you will not
have this problem.
1. Activites set with no End Date now correctly appear as "Future" activities since no-end
date should indicate it is a perpectual activity.
2. Employee Attendance and Wage Summary reports now correctly shows employee
attendance information even if there is no wage information defined for them. The wage
fields show zeros. This is now consistent with prior versions
3.

9.0.136
5/23/2012

All Student Attendance reports now correctly display students who were enrolled or
disenrolled sometime during the reporting period. Stated differently, students only
enrolled during a portion of the reporting period will still display on the report. This is
now consistent with prior versions.
1. NEW: Central Report Manager now allows you to right click on a report and "save as
favorite". Favorite reports display in a dropdown at the top of the window and allow for
quick access to frequently used reports.
2. NEW: "The A/R Receive Payment" window now allows you to change a limited number of
fields after the payment is processed, including the Payment Type (as long as the original
payment was not processed electronically).

3. Adding Employee Education certificates greater than 50 characters does not cause a STOP
box any longer. The entry window blocked entering extra characters
4. Adding an A/R Fee Schedule description greater than 50 characters does not cause a STOP
box any longer. The entry window blocked entering extra characters
5. For those users with multiple databases, the UserID Permission window now properly
displays all databases for "Access" selection
6. Some users have reported problems with the Message Alert system sending emails to
incorrect people, missing emails, etc. Although none of these problems could be
duplicated, the alert process had been modified to run in the 'foreground' rather than
'background'. This will require the user to wait for the emails to all be sent before moving
onto other things, however, it should help improve reliability.
7. Customized changes to the mesage Alert email messages are now saved properly instead
of reverting back to the default message.

9.0.135
5/16/2012

8. Upgrading from v7 (or prior) to v9 now works without errors being reported
1. Adding Employee Education certificates greater than 50 characters does not cause a STOP
box any longer. The entry window blocked entering extra characters

9.0.134
5/9/2012

2. Adding an A/R Fee Schedule description greater than 50 characters does not cause a STOP
box any longer. The entry window blocked entering extra characters
*** ATTENTION: This version includes database changes. As a result, all computers running
*** SchoolLeader will need to be upgraded together when installing Build 134
1. SchoolLeader no longer crashes with an error stating "External Component has thrown an
error" before installing the electronic payment software.
2. When entering a payment the user cannot create a negative payment amount any long.
3. Archive databases that were moved onto the server manually will now be automatically
attached to the server by DB-Rescue
4. System Status window, which displays at startup, now responds to clicking the STOP
button.
5. Trying to delete a transportation school that is still in use does not cause a fatal error any
longer. You will now receive an appropriate message.
6. You can now also check for software updates directly from within FrontDesk Manager at
the HELP menu.
7. New Feature: In addition to sending Vaccine and Form Compliance "alerts" to CheckPoint
Station to be seen the next time they signin/out their student, you can now also send the
alert to the Primary Guardian’s email on file.

8. Transaction Detail reports now correctly show the newer ACH and E-Check payment types
when analyzing payment activity.
9. Primary Classroom Roster report now properly sorts list of students with medical
conditions

9.0.133
5/1/2012
9.0.132
4/27/2012

9.0.131
4/12/2012
9.0.130
4/5/2012
9.0.129
4/3/2012

9.0.128
3/30/2012

10. Slower servers should not have problems with the default Windows timeout limit of 10
minutes when performing a large A/R Period Close
1. CheckPoint Station can now be shutdown from the X key on the keyboard or by typing E-XI-T on the signin screen without causing an error
2. DB-Rescue now will allow you to continue with fixing a workstation even if it can't connect
to your server database.
3. The keypad on CheckPoint Station is now more responsive and users can enter their pin
rapidly without digits being skipped
1. Adding trailing spaces to the end of Transportation school names (among others) caused
strange behavior in pick lists. The trailing blanks are automatically removed now when
saving.
1. The Receive Payment window incorrectly allowed you to select the BADDEBT and PREPAY
accounts when posting an override charge/payment. This has now been corrected.
1. Built-in calculator does not cause errors anymore by letting you enter invalid numbers
2. The Web-Updater now allows you to create scheduled updates on Windows XP. Also, the
login credentials are maintained between upgrades if you set the updater to run without
being logged on.
1. Changes made to work with newer versions of the MagTek card swipe software
2. Account Statement again displays tax id in header area as it did in prior versions of
SchoolLeader.

9.0.127
3/26/2012

9.0.126
3/23/2012

9.0.125
3/21/2012
9.0.124
3/20/2012
9.0.123
3/17/2012

3. Miscellaneous stability and performance improvements
1. Account Statement logo displays properly now in new location in the upper right corner
2. “Auto recovery” features for database connection issues will now reduce chances of
getting "Connection could not be established" errors when network issues occur
1. Enhancement: The AR Batch Deposit Summary Report will now display comments and
notes below the batch total details when/if any notes or comments were entered.
2. Enhancement: Deposit Batch Manager window now allows you to enter and change notes
on passed batches. Previously you could only do that on the currently open batch
1. Pressing the "fast rewind" button in the Third Party Sponsor Folder now works as expected
and jumps you to the first period in the year.
1. SchoolLeader no longer will automatically continue to remind you about student
enrollments after you have declined to post it the first time. You are now given an option
to be reminded later or stop reminding.
1. If you try to do a backup without first having your backup rules defined, you will now get a
warning to define them first instead of the system just shutting down.

9.0.122
3/15/2012

2. Flaw introduced in Build 122 were fixed. You can now enter a new student without a
classroom assignment. Also, ACH account info can be entered and verified.
1. Some reports which did not format the School address properly (in the header) have now
been corrected.
2. SchoolLeader can now automatically restart and reconfigure the Windows Distributed
Transaction Coordinator when DTC errors are encountered while running.
3. Enhancements help reports initially load faster and display the appropriate selection
window quicker.
4. CheckPoint Station no longer will unlock the door when the sign-in or sign-out process
times out

9.0.121
3/12/2012

5. New students added in the Student Folder are now initially assigned to an age appropriate
classroom.
1. Errors which occur during the load and unload of certain windows no longer result in a
generic message stating the "program has encountered a problem and needs to close".
The more descriptive SchoolLeader Stop-Box will display.

9.0.120
3/9/2012

2. Database Setup on a 64 bit computer now allows you to load your "registration key" file
without any extra steps.
1. For customers who manage multiple databases from one server, you can now switch
between school databases without issues.

9.0.119
3/7/2012

2. Outstanding Balance Report has been changed to NOT consider someone as "active" only
if they are associated with an active student in a "friend" relationship. For financial
reports an “active” guardian means they are associated with an active student in either a
“primary” or “legal” guardian relationship.
1. One Time Group Payments and Charges now functions properly when trying to preselect
by classroom
2. New FILE menu item allows you to easily determine the last time your database was
restored from a backup. This will help users of the new DataVault Connector feature and
also help troubleshooting when databases mysteriously seem to have reverted back to a
past version
3. Student Medication window now saves Administration instructions at the time level

9.0.118
3/5/2012

4. Task Manager and Student Medication windows now have a "Silence Alarm" button that
allows you to stop the alarm and flash without closing the window.
1. New DataVault™ Connector feature added. DV-Connector is for our Multi-site operators
who use DataVault to transfer details between the school operations Database Server to
the BackOffice Headquarters Database server
2. Third Party Sponsor folders that do not have all the contact information entered will now
save properly.

9.0.117
3/2/2012

1. Other programs open behind SchoolLeader do not jump in front of the SchoolLeader main
window any longer when opening the report viewer.
2. The Report Viewer toolbar buttons now do not overlap when zooming
3. The last used zoom factor used is remembered for the next time a report is displayed
4. Reports exported to Adobe PDF files no longer include blank pages in between report
pages.
5. CheckPoint can now unlock a door properly with door commands that require carriage
returns
6. Initial setup of new databases can now work correctly even if older versions of SQL Server
(before 2008R2) already exist on the computer.
7. Spin buttons for selecting Account Period ranges now work properly
8. Users of SafePASS and Biometric features will need to manually upgrade their templates
from older versions by using the SafePASS "Rebuild Templates" menu option. They will
not be converted automatically during upgrade to V9.0

9.0.116
2/22/12

9. Configuration settings for Remote Procedure Calls (RPC) were made to minimize potential
conflicts with servers prior to Win 2008 R2 hosting Exchange Server on the same box.
1. Employee Attendance adjustments involving work hours are now posted correctly and do
not interfere with CheckPoint time entries.
2. Payment Account tab on Student, Guardian, and Third Party Sponsor Folder now can
properly display balance totals along the bottom that exceed $9,999
3. Selecting "Show Subtotals" on Employee Attendance Detail reports now works correctly
4. Entry time on the Identification tab of the Student, Guardian, and Employee Folder, now
displays <null> entry time correctly
5. Changes to Payment Date, Check#, Posting Description, and Comments are saved for
existing payments. Also, printing receipts for existing payments now works as it should.
6. Sound effects on CheckPoint Station are now working as they should. Also, a new and
distinct sound is now used when a user receives a message.

9.0.115
2/20/12

7. Employee Attendance Detail report now splits out OT properly in the same was as the
Summary report
8. Biometric data now purges automatically after employee has been marked as terminated
for more than a month. Guardian and Student biometric data is purged after the same 30
days of disenrollment.
9. Biometric history from prior versions now can be converted manually from an option off
the SafePASS main menu. This can be useful if template corruption has occurred from

9.0.114
2/20/12
9.0.113
2/17/12

conversion or any other processes that change biometric data.
10. New computers running Windows 7 may not have certain Microsoft Dynamic Link Libraries
(DLL’s) needed for the Digitum finger scanners to operate properly. These files are now
included in the SchoolLeader installation.
11. Customers who use the Dymo Printer for printing mini-receipts will no longer get a stop
box when printing statements.
12. The School Status window now shows correct outstanding balances for active Primary
Guardians.
13. Security permissions that are set in the Userid configuration windows are now used
properly to control access to reports.
14. Mini receipts print credit card information and authorizations properly now

9.0.112
2/15/12

15. Progress/Status bar windows are now offset nearer the bottom to not block popup
messages which always display centered on the screen
1. Upgrading from SchoolLeader 32bit to SchoolLeader 64bit no longer causes problems with
SQL Server communication due to flaws in the SQL uninstaller. Remnant Registry keys are
now removed by the DB-Setup process.
2. A new option was added to bypass the G/L conversion when upgrading from older
versions prior to v7.0. This can be useful if you are importing data for temporary analysis
or from an archive since this step can take considerable time and may not be necessary in
all cases.

9.0.111
2/12/12

3. A/R Outstanding Balance report now correctly identifies Active and Inactive families
without the need to first run an A/R Statement.
1. Selection windows that offer a date range now correctly prevents start date from being
after end date
2. When posting a deposit to QuickBooks, SchoolLeader now warns you if the bank account
has not been mapped yet, rather than simply stopping the upload.
3. The 'Find' button on Folder windows now always starts from the beginning of the list when
searching for ID#. It still searches from the current position when doing name or email
searches.
4. The initial question about 'Standard Mode' when starting Checkpoint now will timeout
after 30 seconds and default to 'yes'
5. CheckPoint buttons along top now line up evenly with other items on the screen
6. Shading on alternate grid rows has been lightened to support black and white copying and
faxing
7. When converting older versions of SL to v9, sometimes the payment type cannot be
recognized. It will now be set to 'Other' rather than cause a stop-box when closing the

Deposit.
9.0.110
2/5/12

1. Attempting to convert Biometrics data when the Biometrics software is not installed does
not cause fatal error any longer. You will be prompted to continue or cancel
2. Tax Id appears on the Payment Account Statement again in the same way it did in prior
versions
3. The deposit statement does not show time any longer next to the Deposit Date. This time
was erroneous, not correct, and served no purpose in this window.
4. In WINDOWS XP: The dropdown date picker boxes do not display the December 1899 any
longer when their is no date entered already
5. Spin buttons in various selection windows perform properly now allowing you to set STart
and End date ranges easily
6. The Login window does not incorrectly report the Server was not selected when the user
fully enters the name by typing rather than selecting from the dropdown
7. The Attendance Adjustment window no longer throws a stop-box if you forget to select an
adjustment type. You now receive a warning message.

9.0.109
2/1/12

1. The Web Installer will no longer leave the software in an uninstalled state if something
goes wrong with the download. Instead you will now receive a message asking to 'try
again'.
2. Student Disenrollment by Classroom Report has formatting issues corrected
3. Report Viewer now saves size and position from last time it was opened
4. Maximizing the Report Viewer does not leave "phantom" icons in the title bar any longer.
5. Report Viewer text can now be copied off the displayed page. Just highlight the text and
press the new 'Copy' icon in report viewer toolbar.
6. Long running upgrades from version 7.103 databases will now complete without error

9.0.108
1/28/12

7. Payment Description column in the Payment Account tab of the Student/Guardian folders
can now be shrunk to make room for viewing comments
1. Attendance Adjustment window now lets you assign more than one adjustment type
(work, sick, vac) to the same day
2. Conversion/upgrade from the older SchoolLeader version 7.103 now completes
successfully
3. Entering non-numeric values in the "Hours" field of the "Adjust Attendance" window will
no longer cause a Stop Box. It will now simply prevent you from typing it.

4. Not selecting a Bank Account when closing a Deposit will no longer cause a Stop Box. It
will prompt you to select a bank before proceeding
9.0.107
1/25/12

1. Shared Drive for doing Backups now has the proper permissions automatically set to allow
backups across the network from a workstation.
2. Employee Attendence Reconciliation process has been improved to perform better when
scanning large periods that exceed 1 or more months.

9.0.106
1/24/12

1. Student Folder “payment voids” now work without SchoolLeader throwing an exception
and Stop Box.

9.0.105
1/22/12

1. Posting Charge and Credit window no longer resets the amount back to the default when
double clicking on the charge to make a change.

9.0.104
1/18/12

1. Improved DataVault Uploader that runs in the background allowing you to continue
working
2. New "Prospective Families by Status" report for reviewing the status of your customer
inquires.
3. New classroom roster report called "Primary Classroom Roster w/Attendance Overlay".
This report shows the roster with student attendance actuals for the week
4. Forgetting to select a Termination Reason when terminating an employee will no longer
cause the SchoolLeader to crash
5. AR Subaccount viewer correctly prevents you from editing QB Account column data unless
you are connected to a QB Database
6. Starting up CheckPoint Station with no active students no longer causes an 'Invalid
Argument' error
7. Period Summary Report used by KRK customers now works properly to report part time
students
8. Employee Certification List now correctly displays the certificate description rather than
the persons name in the certificate field

9.0.103
1/15/12

1. Improved DataVault Uploader that runs in the background allowing you to continue
working
2. New "Prospective Families by Status" report for reviewing the status of your customer
inquires.
3. New classroom roster report called "Primary Classroom Roster w/Attendance Overlay".

This report shows the roster with student attendance actuals for the week
4. Forgetting to select a Termination Reason when terminating an employee will no longer
cause the SchoolLeader to crash

